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New machine learning breakthroughs…
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New machine learning breakthroughs…



You heard the news

In the words of the New York 
Times: 
 
“The Navy revealed the 
embryo of an electronic 
computer that it expects will 
be able to walk, talk, see, 
write, reproduce itself and be 
conscious of its own 
existence”



New York Times, 
July 8, 1958



The plan for today

What is a neural network? 

From neurons to networks.

The importance of feature learning 

The secret sauce of neural networks



Part I 
 

What is a neural network?



What is a neural network?
A neural network is a (complicated) function

Animation courtesy of Aakash Srivastava 

Let’s take a closer look at  
one of these small black dots…



A single neuron
Many inputs, one output

Illustration by Petar Veličković 
https://github.com/PetarV-/TikZ

(1943)

https://github.com/PetarV-/TikZ


The activation function
More than just summing up
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A lot of neurons
Neurons can be assembled into layers 

Illustration by Petar Veličković 
https://github.com/PetarV-/TikZ

https://github.com/PetarV-/TikZ


A lot of layers
Deep neural networks stack layers of neurons

w1 w2 w3 w4

y = w4σ (w3σ(w2σ(w1x)))



A mostly complete chart of neural networks
 is not the whole storyy = w4σ (w3σ(w2σ(w1x)))

Illustration by Fjodor van Veen & Stefan Leijnen

https://towardsdatascience.com/the-mostly-complete-chart-of-neural-networks-explained-3fb6f2367464


A mostly complete chart of neural networks
 is not the whole storyy = w4σ (w3σ(w2σ(w1x)))

Illustration by Fjodor van Veen & Stefan Leijnen

https://towardsdatascience.com/the-mostly-complete-chart-of-neural-networks-explained-3fb6f2367464


Which architecture  
for which data?



Training a neural network
Having the architecture, how do we find the weights?

Animation courtesy of Aakash Srivastava 

millions of 

parameters 𝜃



Training a neural network
Having the architecture, how do we find the weights?

Animation courtesy of Aakash Srivastava 

loss(𝜃) = # of mis-classified  
                  training images

✓⇤ = argmin
✓

loss(✓)

<latexit sha1_base64="EyWzAn1O7/fi+pDOkd5IeGUhPZU=">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</latexit>

✏t = loss(✓⇤)

<latexit sha1_base64="xlLUu5dxe2FwMhqh8y9KaxIf0yw=">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</latexit>

• Given a data set 𝒟 = {(xi, yi}N
i=1



Training a neural network in theory
It’s not so easy!

Advances in Neural Information Processing (1989)

🤖



Advances in Neural Information Processing (1989) 

Extends a previous result by Judd (1987)

Given: A set of O(n) training examples on 
n inputs


Question: Do there exist linear threshold 
functions such that the three-node 
network fits the training set?

NP hard 

😱😱😱



Training a neural network in practice
Forget you can’t do it, and do it anyway!

We use gradient descent (& its friends: stochastic, momentum)



Training a neural network in practice
Forget you can’t do it, and do it anyway!

We use gradient descent (& its friends: stochastic, momentum)

Cartoon by Andrej Risteski

training loss

Cartoon by Andrej Risteski

Saddle points 
(gradient = 0, 

but not local minima)

Global minima
Local minima



Can we learn anything with gradient descent?
• Parity function: 1 if a binary string 

has odd number of ones. 

• (0, 1, 1, 1) -> 1


• (1, 1) -> 0


• etc.

The parity function can be  
expressed exactly  

by this neural network
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Gradient descent  
struggles to learn  

this function…

… even if we explicitly  
impose the sparsity 

of the target network.



What can GD learn, and why 
does it work on real data?



A first summary
What are neural networks?

• A Neuron can be represented as a single number, 
nonlinearity(weighted sum of inputs). 

• Many neurons yield a neural network. 

• The ordering & wiring of neurons determines the  
architecture of the neural network. 

• The weights of a neural network are found by 
training the network (using stoch grad desc)



Part II 
 

Feature learning
a.k.a. the secret sauce in neural networks



What can a single neuron learn?
Turns out, it’s rather limited

Illustrations by Petar Veličković 
https://github.com/PetarV-/TikZ 

and Hardt & Brecht (2021)

Minsky and Papert (1969) 

😱😱😱

https://github.com/PetarV-/TikZ


What can a perceptron learn?
Your turn
Three data sets for binary 
classification (two classes):

playground.tensorflow.org



Feature learning: research questions
A summary

• Neural networks discover the right features 
directly from their data. 

• What are those features? How are they related to 
the data statistics?  

• How does the dynamical process of learning 
unwrap the statistics of inputs?  

• Relevant for machine learning and neuroscience!
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